
Muscles I talk about in class 

Tüz

When i was in Class XI, i sang this song along with many
others in a choir for our annual day at school in Delhi. Since
then, every time there is despair around me, anywhere in the
world, when I want to shut my eyes and send a prayer, I think
of this song. I thought of it again today. As a witnesser of the
cyclical magic of the Universe & Mother Nature, i truly believe
that this time we are all going through will pass too. Until then
we can only focus only what we can do best. And i really
believe, above all the sadness, poverty, sickness and hatred we
see in this world, the one thing that binds us all (humans & our
fellow beings) is love. So, I ask you today to think of the one
thing you love in your life - a hobby, a place, a song, a person,
close your eyes, bring that to mind and send a gratitude for it's
existence. 
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Yoga Beyond Asanas

Downward Facing Dog
Standing Half & Full 

 Forward Fold

Let's learn our Sanskrit
 

Ishwara Pranidhana

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0BUH6ovvJmo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0BUH6ovvJmo


Yoga Beyond Asanas 

īśvara ruler; inner controller; guide; knower of past, present, and future; total sum of all powers; locus of all

powers; almighty; God

praṇidhānād: dative of praṇidhāna

pra: highest; utmost; supreme

ni : completely

dhāna: surrender

vā: option; also; in addition to

I never considered myself religious. Growing up Hindu, I accompanied my parents to temples and ceremonies,

but frankly I did so because I did not have an option. Howveer, somewhere in my teacher training in Bali, that

changed. I identified immensely with an all pervading divinity - i saw it everywhere, i felt it everywhere. Of

course, the magic of Bali lends itself to the experience of the divine in every stone alongside it's many

mountains. But something had shifted inside of me - I was still not religious but i was spiritual for sure. Since

then, as I've worked on my practice & this gorgeous ride we call life, I identify with the feminine aspects of that

divinity specifically, more on that in upcoming editions. For today, we will focus on a term that is often heard in

yoga philosophy, mentioned in Verse 1.23 of Patanjali's Yoga Sutras : 

|| Isvara-pranidhanat-va ||
Victory over mind and its modifications can also be gained through complete surrender to God, the inner guide

 

When i was an atheist, I scoffed at the idea of God. I don't anymore, but I understand that for a lot many the

idea is still very unbelievable or downright scary. I translate God in this phrase as something that is pure, that

is full of love and lives in all things around us - animate and inanimate. I think of God as Mother Nature - that

for me is God's highest expression of love & creativity. Yoga and Advaita philosophy believe that this divine

Being rests within all of us, our journey through all paths, is just to reach that realisation - to know that we are

the nature of pure bliss and happiness. The dropping away of the "I" and the merging with this stream that

flows within us always, ever-abundant. For me , Ishvara Pranidhana, is to surrender, offer all that I do, all that I

achieve, all my success and all my failures, every class I teach and every self practice session, to this limitless

being I call the Universe, my God. To do a task and step away from it after you've given it your best, uncaring

of the results is one way to practice it.  A more radical way, is to slowly realise that we really are not the

"Doer' of things as we believe, there's a divine will at play - but that as an idea might be difficult for most of us

to grasp.

 

In a yoga class, to live this sutra, think of opening up your heart to offer your love & gratitude to the world in a

backbend. Think of listening to your body, taking an option that you need, that your body needs, surrendering

that ego. In a forward bend, think of offering all your efforts to a healing energy that might maybe travel and

reach those who are in need today. You, yourself a part of this divine joy. Every time you step onto the mats,

really invoke that energy & bliss.
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Let's learn our Sanskrit

Adho Mukha Svanasana
DOWNWARD FACING DOG

AH-doh 
MOO-kah 
shvah-NAHS-anna
 
 
adho = downward
mukha = face
svana = dog

STANDING FORWARD FOLD

Ardha Uttanasana
 

are-dah oot-tan-AHS-
anna
 
ardha = half 
uttana = intense
stretch
 
 
 
oot-tan-AHS-anna
 
 

Uttanasana
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Serratus Anterior 
 
The Serratus Anterior spams
horizontally from the front of the
first 8 or 9 ribs all the way to the
scapula's(shoulder bone)  border
that is closest to the spine. Its most
prominent action is to bring the
shoulder blades forward
(protraction), which is the opposite
of squeezing the shoulder blades
together (retraction) 

Most often we are trying to bring
the shoulder blades together to
broaden their collar bones in plank -
which is primarily using the
Trapezius (lower and middle) and
Rhomboid muscles - whiles it's good
to work with these two muscles
also(they do a lot of magic trust
me!),doing so without engaging the
Serratus Anterior will often result in
over working them - causing
shoulder and upper body pain. So
always keep the SA muscles on in
any plank poses

Trapezius & Rhomboids

Muscles I talk about in Class
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The Piriformis is a small muscle that contributes mightily to sacral stability and provides lightness and
openness in demanding yoga postures. It is primarily an external rotator, one of a number of small, deep
muscles that rotate the leg outward at the hip. When the piriformis gets tight, it pinches the sciatic nerve
and causes a burning pain at various points along the nerve's path, which runs from the buttock all the
way down to the foot.  Limitations in the piriformis can translate into pain and strain in the lower back,
as well—even during everyday activities and bending in poses like Uttanasana (Standing Forward Bend).

Piriformis Muscle

 

The fundamental job of this muscle is to provide stability to your sacrum, the triangular bone that
connects the back of your pelvis to your spine. The joints have to be loose enough to allow your pelvic
bones to move with your legs when you walk or run, yet stable enough to support the spine as it rests
on the sacrum. The piriformis helps hold the sacrum together—but it also has to know when to let go.
The Piriformis can do it's job properly when you bring awareness to pelvic alignment & establish a
balance between tightness & looseness.
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Figures 1 (a) is a front view of the piriformis, (b) is a back view and (c) illustrates the
ligaments that stabilize the sacroiliac joint. [click to enlarge]

http://www.bandhayoga.com/images/Blog/piriformis_origin_insertion.jpg


Bringing Awareness To The Piriformis
 

While seated on a chair, feel the sit bones firmly planted on the chair, do not tilt the pelvis back
(rounding your back) or forward ( arching your back). Allow your tailbone to get heavy and descend so
that your weight comes to the center of your sitting bones. It should also feel like you are standing tall
on your sitting bones, which creates tone and lift in your lower belly and also tones and supports the
muscles across the sacrum, just below your waistline. Just as you found optimal pelvic alignment while
seated, you can find it when standing, using your pelvis and the feet as a guide
 

 

Gluteal Muscles & the Piriformis.
 
The main focus in working with the gluteals to relieve the piriformis is the action known as abduction. In
the case of the legs and hips, abduction refers to taking one leg out to the side, away from the center
line of the body.
 
For instance, when you balance on one leg, the gluteals contract the same way as when you lift your leg
out to the side. But since the standing leg cannot move, the effect is to lift and level the pelvis on the hip.
The more efficiently the gluteals do this, the more the piriformis is free to stabilize the SI joints. But if
the gluteals fail, the pelvis wobbles and tips sideways at the hip, causing the piriformis to contract in the
absence of its helper.
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Pigeon Pose stretches the part of the piriformis that causes the most problems. The gluteals provide
some abduction to moderate the intensity of the stretch.
 
To go more deeply into the right piriformis stretch, turn your back toes under, lift your back knee, and
walk your hips back. Your front thigh should rotate out, and your front hip should descend toward the
floor. If your hip doesn't fully reach the floor, support it with a block or folded blanket. From there, lean
forward to further deepen the stretch to the piriformis.
 
To incorporate gluteal abduction, bring your torso upright and lift your hips slightly up and away from
the floor. Firm the pit of your abdomen back toward the spine and isometrically draw your thighs apart,
engaging the outer hips much like you did in Uttanasana. Then descend your pelvis into the space
between, allowing your pelvis to tip forward slightly as needed.

The first image (a) is the entire pose. The second  (b) is a variation for those of us who find the first one
difficult on the knees or hips. I personally love the 3rd  & 4th  (c & d) variation because it involves a twist
(!) and the 4th one is crossing the knees over each other and pulling the knees in with the hand behind
the thigh that is below.

Pigeon Pose 

Stretching a tight pirifiormis

Eye of the Needle Pose & it's variations 
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